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Golden Lake Property Owners Association 
Information bulletin — 2016-2017 

 
Address   
CP 604 Val-Morin BDP, Val-Morin, J0T 2R0 / association.lacdore@gmail.com  / www.associationlacdore.org     
 
Association Objectives 
The objectives of the association are: to protect the quality of the lake and its environment, to protect the 
quality of life of the owners and their interests, and to promote these objectives with any person or 
organization. 
 
Board of Directors 
Since July 2016, the members of the Board of Directors are:    
Stéphane Jeannerot, President and Interim Vice-President (Membership); Roger Tessier, Vice-Président 
(Ecology and Environment); Pierre-Émile Taillon, Vice-President (in charge of beach representives); Anne-
Michèle Fortin, Secretary;  William Thorney, Treasurer; Isabelle Boudreau, Administrator; Anita Choquette, 
Administrator; Pierre Ouimet, Administrator;  Lorraine Hamel resigned in September 2016.  
 
Beach Representatives 
The beach representives are: Big Dock, William Thornley; Little Dock, Roger Tessier; Sainte-Agathe, Stéphan 
Schwab; Saint-Charles, Mario Verrier; Jimmy, Élisabeth Gibeau. Caroline Woolrich was nominated as the 
representative for lakefront owners.   
 
Protection of the Lake   
At the 2016 AGM, members mandated the new board of directors to set up an environmental committee and 
conduct studies to complete the Abrinord watershed analysis. The objective was to establish a complete health 
assessment of the lake and to support the actions of the association based on viable scientific data. 
 
The association has obtained from the municipality its commitment to the Blue Laurentian Lakes Technical 
Support Program, which will provide the association and the municipality with a master plan for the coming 
years. This project will be carried out by the Regional Environmental Council of the Laurentians (CRE) at a cost 
of $17,500. It will be funded to the tune of $ 5,000 by the Golden Lake Property Owners  Association, which is 
a project partner. The municipality of Val-David will pay $12,500. A representative of the CRE will be present 
on the site for 12 to 14 weeks to carry out the study. Thanks to this program (carried out by environmental 
specialists), we will be able to obtain many answers and establish the actions to be carried out in the coming 
years to protect our lake. 
 
Efforts have been made to set up an environmental committee. Several people have been approached, but for 
now the committee is not finalized. 
Water sampling and analysis in collaboration with the Voluntary Lakes Monitoring Network (phosphorus, 
chlorophyll, dissolved organic carbon, water transparency) were carried out by Isabelle Boudreau. Roger 
Tessier also carried out samples for bacteriological tests for each of the beaches in order to measure the rates 
of faecal streptococci. The results of all these tests will be disclosed on our website as soon as they become 
available.   
 
Several outbreaks of blue green algae blooms were observed last summer and fall: twice we had samples 
analyzed by an independent laboratory that confirmed the nature of the algae. A report to the Ministry of 
Sustainable Development, Environment and Climate Change (MDDELCC) was carried out in the summer of 
2016. We will closely monitor these developments of cyanobacteria during the CRE study in order to determine 
the intensity and scope of the problem, as well as the causes and possible solutions.   
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The municipality commissioned a drainage study (and did some work), but we assessed that the direct run-off 
to the lake (an important cause of pollution) had been neglected. We met with the municipality to correct this 
omission.    
 
Prema Shanti 
A resolution was passed at AGM 2016 requesting the revocation of the operating license for the Prema Shanti 
Inn and it was forwarded to the municipality. 
 
The association has petitioned its members to denounce the excessive noise coming from this establishment 
as well as the breaches of municipal environmental regulations. The petition received 100 signatures. We 
forwarded it to the municipality to support it in its actions against the lodging establishment, as well as to the 
Régie des alcools, races et des jeux du Québec (RACJQ): To oppose the request of the Prema Shanti for 
additional permits to serve alcohol upstairs along with a danse authorisation plus a permit for a bar on the 
upstairs terrasse; To highlight excessive noise complaints.  
 
Beaches 
This year we had a Vice-President in chaege of the beach representatives.  We met with the beach reps to 
discuss their needs.  
 
We have resolved, with the environment department of the municipality, the particular situation concerning Big 
Dock beach. This beach will undergo partial revegetation and light work to better control access to water. The 
improvement of the fence is also under discussion.  
 
At Saint-Charles beach, clover was planted in the fall of 2016 and plantings are also planned in the spring or 
fall of 2017 (according to a new vegetation plan). 
 
Beach owners are invited to submit projects to improve / maintain their beaches. A first project concerning a 
raft upgrade at Saint-Charles beach was accepted. The association will pay half the  
 
Fees 
Once again this year, a $5 discount on each membership fee is granted to all members who agree to receive 
all correspondence and documentation from the association only by e-mail. As agreed at the 2016 general 
meeting, 2017 contributions are maintained at the same level as in 2016. 
 
It should be noted that we did not have a Vice-President dedicated to members this year and that little effort 
has been invested to collect dues. As a result, many members have not paid their dues last year.    
 
Website 
The website of the association has been translated into English. 
 
Draft by-law (No. 601-22) 
The resolution passed at AGM 2016, specifying the association's views on the settlement, was sent to the 
municipality in the summer of 2016. 
 
Thanks 
We would like to thank the beach representatives, Judith Searle, Caroline Woolrich, and all the volunteers. We 
would also like to thank the municipality of Val-David and Ms Kathy Poulin, municipal councilor, for their 
support and availability. 

 

 


